The invention relates to packaging of liquid products in form of liquid food preparations. More specifically, the invention relates to methods for mixing and filling liquid food preparations in consumer containers, where the products are comprised of at least two different liquid constituents. The invention also provides an apparatus for mixing and filling the liquid food preparations in consumer containers and a plant comprising said filling apparatus.
NEW FILLING METHOD AND APPARATUS THEREFORE

The present invention relates to packaging of liquid products in form of liquid food preparations. More specifically, the invention relates to methods for mixing and filling liquid food preparations in consumer containers, where the products are comprised of at least two different liquid constituents. The invention also provides an apparatus for mixing and filling the liquid food preparations in consumer containers and a plant comprising said filling apparatus.

Technical background

The amount of different liquid food products that is available on the market is large and it continues to grow. One important part of this market is the dairy industry. Not so long ago, dairy plants were local producers of a limited amount of basic food products such as milk, cream, butter and cheese. Now, dairy plants have grown in size and complexity and produce a wide variety of food products. Furthermore, the market for liquid food products including dairy products has become increasingly global, and it is increasingly more important to the industry to be able export in order to be able to increase return of investment in process equipment.

Production of dairy products is regulated in several countries. Such regulations may for instance dictate if it is allowed or required to add a certain additive to a product. Furthermore, such regulations could stipulate that the nutrition facts on a food package must be accurate and/or not deviate from the given information by more than a minimum amount. An example of such a regulation is that it is a governmental requirement in Sweden to add fat-soluble vitamins A and D to milk products having a reduced fat content. On the other hand, such additions could be prohibited in other countries.

Dairy products are typically prepared in large tanks. The ingredients are added under stirring. In case of a product change where production of a product containing a particular additive should be changed to production of a similar product not containing the additive, a large amount of product preparation containing decreasing amounts of the additive will be obtained. This product preparation has to be discarded as the content of additive does
not fulfil requirements of the product specifications for the products before and after the change.

Another recent development within the dairy industry relates to the growth of the amount of fermented and liquid milk products such as yoghurt, soured milk, etc. Just because there are such an abundance of different variants, product changes have become quite frequent when producing these products. Typically, a fruit yoghurt is comprised of two main constituents, namely a basic yoghurt preparation and a flavouring additive. Examples of common flavouring additives are fruit and/or berry preserves, coffee preparations and chocolate preparations. When flavoured yoghurt types are prepared, the two main constituents are typically combined in large tanks under stirring. The process may be batch-wise or continuous.

The increasing amount of yoghurt variants naturally leads to an increased amount of product changes. A complicating circumstance regarding such product changes is that a considerable amount of intermediate yoghurt preparations containing an undesired combination of at least two different flavouring additives is obtained. Such intermediate preparations without any specific and constant composition have to be discarded.

WO 2007/039074 A1 relates to a machine for filling containers with two different liquids which cannot be mixed in advance. The specific example of this document relates to bleach and associated additives. Mixing these liquids cause formation of a large amount of foam. This foaming problem is solved by filling the containers from two separate nozzles. Hence, the two liquids are only mixed when they have been filled into the container.

US 2009/0236007 A1 relates to a method and an apparatus for mixing and filling beverage bottles with beverage. Said beverage is comprised of a main ingredient such as water and a second ingredient. This document aims at solving the problem of filling bottles with reduced effort and expense in terms of construction. The machine comprises two separate bowls where one is intended for the main ingredient and one for the second ingredient. Both bowls are connected to a connecting line by separate dosing valves. The machine is set up in such a way that only one dosing valve is open at a time. There are no means for injecting ingredients into the connecting line. The
ingredients are forwarded to the connecting line by gravity. The document explicitly states that the two ingredients are mixed with each other only in the individual bottle.

None of the two above mentioned documents relate to methods and apparati suitable for mixing and filling viscous liquid food products.

Accordingly, there is a need for improved methods and equipment rendering it possible to change products without obtaining large amounts of intermediate products that have to be discarded.

Summary of the invention

In a first aspect, the present invention provides an apparatus for mixing and filling a liquid food preparation into a closable container, said liquid food preparation comprising a mixture of a primary ingredient and a secondary ingredient, said apparatus comprising a tank for storing said primary ingredient, and a mixing chamber where there is an opening enabling passage of a liquid from said tank to said mixing chamber, and wherein there is a means for preventing liquid food preparation from moving from said mixing chamber through said opening back into said tank, said mixing chamber comprising a lower part having an outlet, and, and said mixing chamber having an inlet for adding said secondary ingredient, wherein the apparatus comprises a means for injecting said secondary ingredient through said inlet into said mixing chamber.

In a second aspect, the present invention provides a method for mixing and filling a liquid food preparation into a closable container, said liquid food preparation comprising a mixture of a primary ingredient and a secondary ingredient, said method comprising the steps of:

a) providing an amount A of a primary ingredient, and providing an amount B of a secondary ingredient, wherein A + B is equal to or slightly less than the volume of said closable container;

b) providing a mixing chamber having an opening, an inlet and an outlet;

c) adding said amount A of said primary ingredient to a mixing chamber through said opening;
d) injecting said amount B of said secondary ingredient into said mixing chamber thereby obtaining a liquid food preparation; and
e) transferring the liquid food preparation of step c) through said outlet into said closable container.

In a third aspect the present invention provides method for changing production of a first liquid food preparation comprising a primary ingredient and a first secondary ingredient to a second liquid food production comprising said primary ingredient and a second secondary ingredient when carrying out the method of the second aspect, and subsequently filling said second liquid food product into a second closable container, comprising the steps of:
1) carrying out steps a) - d) the method of the second aspect in order to produce a first liquid food preparation;
2) transferring the liquid food preparation to said closable container by adding an amount A₂ of said primary ingredient through said opening, thereby pressing said first liquid food preparation out through said outlet;
3) injecting an amount B₂ of a second secondary ingredient, wherein A₂ + B₂ is equal to or slightly less than the volume of the second closable container, into said mixing chamber thereby obtaining an intermediate liquid food preparation containing the primary ingredient, traces of the first secondary ingredient and the secondary ingredient;
4) ejecting and discarding said intermediate liquid food preparation by adding an amount A₂ of said primary ingredient through said opening, thereby pressing said first liquid food preparation out through said outlet;
5) injecting an amount B₂ of said secondary ingredient into said mixing chamber thereby obtaining said second liquid food preparation; and
6) transferring said second liquid food preparation to said second closable container by adding an amount A₂ of said primary ingredient through said opening, thereby pressing said first liquid food preparation out through said outlet.

In a fourth aspect, the present invention provides a system for carrying out the method of the third aspect, said system comprising
i) an apparatus according to said first aspect;
ii) a source for providing a primary ingredient as well as pumping means, valves and conduits for directing said primary ingredient to a tank comprised in said apparatus;
iii) a plurality of sources for providing a plurality of secondary ingredients as well as pumping means, valves and conduits for directing said secondary ingredients to at least one inlet comprised in said apparatus;

iv) a transport means;

v) an input means; and

vi) a computer means for controlling pumps, valves, means for injection, means for connecting outlet to a disposal system, and transport means and for receiving input from input means;

said computer means being set up to instruct pump, valve, and, optionally means in such a way that an amount A of a primary ingredient is added to mixing chamber;

said computer means being set up to instruct pump, valve, and means for injection to inject an amount B of a secondary ingredient in mixing chamber when said amount A of said primary ingredient has been added to the mixing chamber;

said computer means being set up to move transport means one position and to instruct pump, valve, and optionally means in such a way that an amount A of a primary ingredient is added to mixing chamber; and in case of product change

said computer means being set up instruct pumps, valves and means for injection to inject an amount B of a second secondary ingredient in mixing chamber when an amount A of said primary ingredient has been added to the mixing chamber;

said computer means being set up to dispose with the content of mixing chamber by either

 instructing said means to connect outlet to disposal conduit
or

 to fill the content in a closable package and to instruct said transport means to dispose with that package.

In a fifth aspect the invention provides a plant for producing a liquid food preparation, which plant comprises an apparatus according to said first aspect, and a system according to said fourth aspect.
Brief description of the drawings

The present invention will now be described with reference to the enclosed figures, in which:

Figure 1 discloses an overview of known methods for producing and filling a liquid food preparation comprising a primary ingredient and a secondary ingredient in closable packages;

Figure 2 shows an overview of a system according to the present invention for producing and filling a liquid food preparation comprising a primary ingredient and a secondary ingredient in closable packages;

Figure 3 discloses an overview of a part of said system, said part including an apparatus for mixing said primary and secondary ingredients into said liquid food product; and

Figure 4 provides an overview of a plant comprising an apparatus and a system in accordance with the present invention.

Detailed description of the invention

Accordingly, in a first aspect the invention provides an apparatus (200) for mixing and filling a liquid food preparation into a closable container (236b), said liquid food preparation comprising a mixture of a primary ingredient and a secondary ingredient, said apparatus (200) comprising a tank (201) for storing said primary ingredient, and a mixing chamber (228) where there is an opening (215) enabling passage of a liquid from said tank (201) to said mixing chamber (228), and wherein there is a means (216) for preventing liquid food preparation from moving from said mixing chamber (228) through said opening (215) back into said tank (201), said mixing chamber (228) comprising a lower part (230) having an outlet (232), and, and said mixing chamber (228) having an inlet (210) for adding said secondary ingredient, wherein the apparatus (200) comprises a means (212) for injecting said secondary ingredient through said inlet (210) into said mixing chamber (228).
As disclosed herein, the term "liquid food preparation" may in principle relate to any kind of liquid food preparation, such as a milk product, a yoghurt, a fruit juice, a vegetable oil, an intermediate food preparation which is intended to be further processed or a probiotic food preparation. However, liquid food preparations for which the present invention is applicable are all comprised of a primary ingredient and at least one secondary ingredient which are mixed together in a final step before packaging.

As disclosed herein, the term "primary ingredient" relates to an ingredient constituting at least 50%, preferably at least 80% and more preferably at least 90% of the final liquid food preparation. As disclosed herein, the term "secondary ingredient" relates to an ingredient constituting at most 50%, and preferably at most 80%, more preferably at most 90% of the final product. Typically, the liquid food product is a flavoured yoghurt, the primary ingredient is a plain yoghurt preparation and the secondary ingredient is a fruit preserve, fruit base or another flavouring additive. Alternatively, the liquid food product may be a fruit juice, the primary ingredient may be water and the secondary ingredient concentrated fruit juice. The present invention is not restricted to yoghurt and fruit juices but is applicable to all situations where a liquid food preparation is prepared by mixing a primary and a secondary ingredient.

As disclosed herein, the terms "closable container" or "closable package" relates to any kind of consumer container suitable for a liquid food preparation, such as carton containers, plastic containers, glass containers or metal containers. Other types of suitable containers such as flexible pouches may also be used.

As disclosed herein, the term "mixing chamber" relates to a cavity which may function as a static mixer when a liquid ingredient is injected in said cavity. The skilled person knows about such static mixers and is capable of designing a suitable mixing chamber after having studied this description. It is advantageous that the mixing chamber has about the same volume as the type of closable container that is used for packaging the liquid food preparation.
As disclosed herein, the term "means for injecting" relates to any device that can be used for injecting a specific amount of a certain preparation. Typically, such a means is a piston having the same cross-section as the inlet, which piston is moved forward by any suitable driving mechanism, such as a motor. Alternatively, said means for injecting is capable of continuously injecting said preparation and could then be a pump.

Preferably, said means (216) for preventing liquid food preparation from moving from said mixing chamber (228) back into tank (201) is a valve.

As disclosed herein, the term "valve" relates to a valve in its broadest sense and includes conventional valves as well as sliding lids. Preferably all valves used in connection with the present invention are remotely controlled, for instance by a computer means. As valves suitable for being used in connection with a liquid food preparation are well-known and commercially available, it is easy for the skilled person to find a suitable valve when carrying out the present invention.

In a preferred embodiment said inlet (210) is located adjacent to said opening (215).

In a preferred embodiment, said means (216) for preventing liquid food preparation from moving from said mixing chamber (228) back to tank (201) is a screen, or a grid. Especially when the liquid food product and the primary ingredient are viscous, such as a fruit yoghurt or a base yoghurt, it could be sufficient to arrange a screen or a grid between the mixing chamber (228) and the tank (201) in order to prevent back flow. It could also be sufficient to arrange a screen or a grid between the mixing chamber (228) and the tank (201) when both the primary and the secondary ingredient are continuously forwarded into the mixing chamber (228).

In a preferred embodiment, there is valve (238) in said lower part above said opening (232).

In a preferred embodiment, there is at least another inlet (222) comprising an injection means (224) for injecting another secondary ingredient through said inlet (222) into said mixing chamber (228).
In a preferred embodiment, there is a valve (214) separating said inlet (210) from said mixing chamber (228), and optionally, in case there is another inlet (222), a valve (226) separating inlet (222) from mixing chamber (228).

In a preferred embodiment, the inlet means (210, 222) are adapted for receiving a plurality of different secondary ingredients.

In a preferred embodiment, there is a means (239) for connecting said outlet (232) to a conduit (240) leading to a disposal system. Such a means could be a three-way valve where branch goes to the filling of the closable container and one branch leads to the disposal system. Alternatively, said means could be a device such as a robot that temporarily connects the conduit (240) leading to the disposal system to said outlet (232).

In a second aspect, the present invention provides a method for mixing and filling a liquid food preparation into a closable container (236b), said liquid food preparation comprising a mixture of a primary ingredient and a secondary ingredient, said method comprising the steps of:

a) providing an amount A of a primary ingredient, and providing an amount B of a secondary ingredient, wherein A + B is equal to or slightly less than the volume of said closable container (236b);

b) providing a mixing chamber (228) having an opening (215), an inlet (210) and an outlet (232);

c) adding said amount A of said primary ingredient to a mixing chamber (228) through said opening (215);

d) injecting said amount B of said secondary ingredient into said mixing chamber (228) thereby obtaining a liquid food preparation; and

e) transferring the liquid food preparation of step c) through said outlet (232) into said closable container (236b).

In a preferred embodiment, the liquid food preparation is transferred to said closable container (236b) by adding another amount A of said primary ingredient through said opening (215), thereby pressing said liquid food preparation out through said outlet (232).
In a third aspect, the present invention provides a method for changing production of a first liquid food preparation comprising a primary ingredient and a first secondary ingredient to a second liquid food production comprising said primary ingredient and a second secondary ingredient when carrying out the method of said second aspect, and subsequently filling said second liquid food product into a second closable container (236c), comprising the steps of:
1) carrying out steps a) - d) the method of claim 8 in order to produce a first liquid food preparation;
2) transferring the liquid food preparation to said closable container by adding an amount \( A_2 \) of said primary ingredient through said opening (215), thereby pressing said first liquid food preparation out through said outlet (232);
3) injecting an amount \( B_2 \) of a second secondary ingredient, wherein \( A_2 + B_2 \) is equal to or slightly less than the volume of the second closable container (236c), into said mixing chamber (228) thereby obtaining an intermediate liquid food preparation containing the primary ingredient, traces of the first secondary ingredient and the secondary ingredient;
4) ejecting and discarding said intermediate liquid food preparation by adding an amount \( A_2 \) of said primary ingredient through said opening (215), thereby pressing said first liquid food preparation out through said outlet (232);
5) injecting an amount \( B_2 \) of said secondary ingredient into said mixing chamber (228) thereby obtaining said second liquid food preparation; and
6) transferring said second liquid food preparation to said second closable container (236c) by adding an amount \( A_2 \) of said primary ingredient through said opening (215), thereby pressing said first liquid food preparation out through said outlet (232).

In a preferred embodiment, the intermediate liquid food preparation is discarded by ejecting it through said conduit (240) leading to a disposal system using said means (239) for connecting said outlet (232) to the conduit (240).

In a preferred embodiment, the intermediate liquid food preparation is added to a closable container of the same type as the second or first closable containers (236b, 236c) and that this container is discarded.
In a fourth aspect, the present invention provides a system for carrying out the method of any of claims second and third aspects, said system comprising
i) an apparatus (142, 200) according to said first aspect;

ii) a source (100) for providing a primary ingredient as well as pumping means (108), valves (110) and conduits (106, 124) for directing said primary ingredient to a tank (126, 201) comprised in said apparatus (142, 200);

iii) a plurality of sources (102, 104) for providing a plurality of secondary ingredients as well as pumping means (14, 120), valves (116, 122) and conduits (112, 130, 118, 134, 146) for directing said secondary ingredients to at least one inlet (132, 210) comprised in said apparatus (142, 200);

iv) a transport means (140, 234);

v) an input means (148); and

vi) a computer means (144) for controlling pumps (108, 114, 120), valves (110, 116, 122, 214, 216, 226, 238), means (212, 224) for injection, means (239) for connecting outlet (232) to a disposal system, and transport means (140, 234) and for receiving input from input means (148);

said computer means (144) being set up to instruct pump (108), valve (110), and, optionally means (216) in such a way that an amount A of a primary ingredient is added to mixing chamber (228);

said computer means means (144) being set up to instruct pump (114), valve (116), and means (212) for injection to inject an amount B of a secondary ingredient in mixing chamber (228) when said amount A of said primary ingredient has been added to the mixing chamber (228);

said computer means (144) being set up to move transport means (234) one position and to instruct pump (108), valve 110, and optionally means (216) in such a way that an amount A of a primary ingredient is added to mixing chamber (228); and in case of product change

said computer means (144) being set up instruct pumps (114, 120), valves (116, 122, 123) and means (212, 224) for injection to inject an amount B of a second secondary ingredient in mixing chamber (228) when an amount A of said primary ingredient has been added to the mixing chamber (228);

said computer means (144) being set up to dispose with the content of mixing chamber (228) by either

instructing said means (239) to connect outlet (232) to disposal conduit (240) or
to fill the content in a closable package (236c) and to instruct said transport means (234) to dispose with that package.

As disclosed herein, the term "source" relates to any kind of source for providing an ingredient, such as a tank or a production line where the ingredient is produced. In case the ingredient is a fermented milk product such as yoghurt, sour cream, crème fraîche, or sour milk, the source could be a process line for producing such an ingredient. In case the ingredient is a flavouring ingredient that has not been produced in proximity to the production site, the source could be a tank. In this case the tank is regularly supplied with that ingredient. Typical examples of ingredients of this type are fruit preserves and bases, berry preserves and bases and other flavouring additives of any kind.

As disclosed herein, the term "pumping means" relates to any kind of pumping means that is suitable and acceptable for pumping a liquid food preparation. In a preferred embodiment all pumping means included in the system of the invention are remotely controlled by a computer means. As such pumping means are well-known in the art, it is easy for the skilled person to find a suitable and commercially available pumping means when carrying out the present invention.

As disclosed herein, the term "computer means" relates to a computer means suitable for controlling the equipment needed to automatically carry out the method of the present invention. Computer systems suitable for controlling process equipment in general and in particular process equipment for producing liquid food preparations are well-known in the art and it is easy for the skilled person to find a suitable such computer system when wanting to carry out the present invention.

As disclosed herein, the term "transport means" relates to a means for transporting empty packages to a filling position adjacent to outlet 232, and filled packages from said position adjacent to outlet 232. Preferably, said packages are transported stepwise so that the packages are filled when they are standing still. Typically, the transport means is a transport belt or similar adapted for stepwise motion. The transport means is preferably remotely controlled by said computer means. Such transport means are well-known in
the art and commercially available, and it should be easy for the skilled person to obtain such a transport means when carrying out the present invention.

As disclosed herein, the term "input means" relates to a means for submitting information and commands to said computer means. Typically, the input means is a keypad. In some embodiments, the key pad only comprises numerical keys, but in other embodiments, the key pad may also comprise letter keys. Alternatively, the input means could be a connection to a computer network, such as the internet. Such input means are well-known in the art and commercially available. It should therefore be easy for the skilled person to obtain such an input means when carrying out the present invention.

In a fifth aspect, the present invention provides a plant (300) for producing a liquid food preparation, which comprises an apparatus (142, 200) according to the first aspect, and a system according to the fourth aspect.

Figure 1 discloses a simplified outline of a typical plant for producing fruit yoghurt according to the state of the art. A basic yoghurt preparation not containing any flavouring ingredients is added through conduit 12 to a large tank 10. Tank 10 contains stirring means (not shown). Flavouring ingredients, such as fruit or berry preserves, may be added through conduits 14 or 16. When the flavouring ingredients have been added to the tank 10, the resulting mixture is stirred in order to obtain a homogenous final product. This final product is fed out from the tank 10 through conduit 18 to a packaging unit 20, where it is filled in closable packages.

In case of change of product from a yogurt containing a first flavouring ingredient to yoghurt containing a second flavouring ingredient, the supply of the first flavouring ingredient is interrupted, and the supply of the second flavouring ingredient is initiated. As a result the tank 10 contains yoghurt comprising two flavouring ingredients where the content of the first ingredient is decreasing and the content of the second is increasing. Such yoghurt containing mixed flavouring additives cannot be sold on the market and is consequently discarded. The discarded amounts of such intermediate yoghurt
could be substantial when large tanks 10 are used. Accordingly, it is important to find ways to minimize the discarded amounts.

Figure 2 shows an overview of a system according to the present invention for producing and filling a liquid food preparation comprising a primary ingredient and a secondary ingredient. Accordingly, the system comprises sources 100, 102, 104 for providing ingredients. These sources 100, 102, 104 may be tanks for storing said ingredients, but they may also independent of each other be process lines for manufacturing an ingredient to be included in the final liquid food preparation. It should be noted that it is possible to include more such sources than is shown in the figures. All three sources 100, 102, 104 may comprise sensor means 146, 148, 150 measuring the amount of corresponding ingredients in the sources, and this information is transferred to computer means 144.

In a preferred embodiment, a liquid food preparation having a high viscosity, such as a fermented milk product, is produced by the system. In this case, the source may be a conventional process line for processing and fermenting raw milk in order to obtain a fermented milk product having a specific fat content, such as yoghurt, sour milk, sour cream, crème fraîche etc. Liquid food preparations that could be produced by the present system, apparatus and method do not have to include any milk-based constituents at all. However, for simplicity, the present figures are based on production of milk-based liquid food products, and in particular viscous milk-based liquid food products, such as those mentioned above, and in particular yoghurt containing a flavouring ingredient such as a fruit or berry preserve.

Source 100 is a tank for storing or alternatively a process line for providing said primary ingredient. The primary ingredient is the main ingredient of the liquid food preparation and typically makes up more than 50 %, preferably more than 80 %, still more preferably 90 % of the finished product. A typical primary ingredient is plain yoghurt having a specific fat content and not containing any extra additives. The primary ingredient is transported out into conduit 106 using pump 108. Conduit 106 directs the primary ingredient to one or more units 142 for further processing. Figure 2 only shows one such unit 142. However, it should be clear to the skilled person that several such units could be included in parallel. Three-way valve 110 directs the primary
ingredient into conduit 124 and subsequently into unit 142, and more specifically into tank 126. Said tank 126 has a sensor 128 for monitoring the amount of the primary ingredient in tank 126. Information from sensor 128 is forwarded to computer means 144 or an operator. The operator may remotely control all of the above mentioned process equipment. In a preferred embodiment, computer means 144 is, among all, set up to control pump 108 and valve 110 in order to maintain a predetermined amount of primary ingredient in tank 126.

The primary ingredient is then forwarded to a mixing chamber 138 where it is mixed with at least one secondary ingredient. Said secondary ingredient is added from an inlet 132, 136. Two such inlets are shown in Figure 1 although it is not necessary to include two or more such inlets in order to carry out the invention. One such inlet 132 is necessary in order to carry out the present invention. In this case, there are normally at least two conduits and corresponding valves (not shown) for supplying a plurality of different second ingredients to said inlet 132. The valves, which preferably are remotely controlled by the computer means 144, ensure that only one kind of second ingredient at a time is forwarded to inlet means 132. However, it could also be advantageous to a second inlet in order to further facilitate product change. Figures 2 and 3 both show two inlets but it is of course possible to include further inlets as well as to include only one inlet. When the final liquid product has been mixed in the mixing chamber 138, it is forwarded into a consumer container 140.

The secondary ingredient is obtained from one of sources 102 and 104. The secondary ingredient of source 102 is transported out into conduit 112 using pump 114. Conduit 112 directs the secondary ingredient to one or more units 142 for further processing. Figure 2 only shows one such unit 142. However, it should be clear to the skilled person that several such units could be included in parallel. Three-way valve 116 directs the secondary ingredient into conduit 130 and subsequently into unit 142, and more specifically into inlet 132. The secondary ingredient of source 104 is transported out into conduit 118 using pump 120. Conduit 118 directs the secondary ingredient to one or more units 142 for further processing. Figure 2 only shows one such unit 142. However, it should be clear to the skilled person that several such units could
be included in parallel. Three-way valve 122 directs the secondary ingredient into conduit 134 in the direction of unit 142.

Figure 2 discloses some further embodiments of the invention that could be regarded as optional. Accordingly, the secondary ingredient originating from source 104 could either be directed towards inlet 132 (in addition to the secondary ingredient from source 102) or towards inlet 136. The embodiment of figure 2 includes both these options but it is of course sufficient and within the scope of the present invention to choose only one of these options. In order to be able to include both options, conduit 134 leads to a three-way valve 123. From three-way valve 123, there is a conduit 146 to inlet 132 and a conduit 148 to inlet 136. As already mentioned, it is possible to allow conduit 134 to go directly to only one of inlet 132 or inlet 136.

From inlet 132 and/or inlet 136, the secondary product or products are injected into mixing chamber 138 where the primary product is mixed with the secondary product(s). Subsequently, the final liquid food preparation is forwarded to packaging site 140 where it is filled into closable containers.

Preferably, pumps 114, 120, and valves 116, 122, 146 are remotely controlled by an operator or, more preferably, by computer means 144.

Referring now also to figure 3, the unit 142, 200 will now be more described in detail. The primary ingredient is forwarded to tank 126, 201 through conduit 124, 202. Preferably, tank 126, 201 is equipped with a sensor 128, 204 monitoring the amount of the primary ingredient in the tank 126, 201. In the lower end of tank 126, 201, there is at least one opening 215 to the mixing chamber 138, 228. In connection with this opening, there is a means 216 for preventing liquid food preparation from moving from the mixing chamber 138, 228 through opening 215 back into the tank 201. The means may be a preferably remotely controlled valve, or a preferably remotely controlled lid that temporarily could close opening 215, or similar. Alternatively, in case the liquid food preparation as well as the primary product are viscous, the means 216 could simply be a screen or a grid.

There is at least one, but sometimes two or more inlets 132, 136, 210, 222 for leading secondary ingredients into the mixing chamber 138, 228. This inlet or
inlets 210, 222 is/are located at a distance d from opening 215. In case means 216 is capable of closing opening 215, d is typically small and the inlet(s) 210, 222 is/are typically located adjacent to said opening. In case means 216 is a screen or a grid, d is typically larger in order to minimize the risk that secondary ingredient could reach tank 201. Accordingly the inlet(s) 210, 222 is/are typically located near the centre of the mixing chamber 228.

Especially when there are more than one inlet 210, 222, there are preferably remotely controlled valves or a lids 214, 226 capable of temporarily sealing off the inlet(s) 210, 222 from the mixing chamber 228. In the lower part 230 of the mixing chamber 228, there is an outlet 232. In a preferred embodiment, said lower part 230 also contains a valve 238 capable of at least partially closing outlet 232.

Inlet(s) 210, 222 are connected to sources of secondary ingredients which are forwarded to the inlet(s) 210, 222 by one or more conduits 206a, 206b, 218a, 218b, which optionally are branched in order to render it possible to include a multitude of different secondary ingredients. Preferably, each conduit 206a, 206b, 218a, 218b could be temporarily sealed off by preferable remotely controlled valves 208a, 208b, 220a, 220b. Furthermore, each inlet 210, 222 comprises an injection means 212, 224 such as a piston for injecting secondary product into the mixing chamber 228.

Accordingly, the liquid food preparation is produced by forcing a specific amount of primary ingredient from tank 201 into the mixing chamber 228. Subsequently or simultaneously, a specific amount of secondary ingredient is injected into the primary product from the inlet(s) 210, 222. Finally, the mixed and finished liquid food preparation is forwarded out through outlet 232 by forcing another portion of said primary ingredient into the mixing chamber 228. The production process may be facilitated by closing valve(s)/lid(s) 216, 226 and opening means 216 and 238 when forcing a specific amount of primary product into the mixing chamber 228 in the same time as a finished preparation is forced out through opening 232, especially if the primary ingredient and the finished liquid food preparation are viscous.
Preferably, injection means 212, 222, means 214, 216, 226, valves 208a, 208b, 220a, 220b, and 238 are all remotely controlled and still more preferable remotely controlled by computer means 144.

Outlet 232 is located above transport means 234. Said transport means 234 is typically a transport belt or a similar arrangement and is adapted for step-wise transport of closable containers 236a, 236b, 236c in such a way that a closable container 236b is transported into filling position and remains there during filling of liquid food preparation. When the filling of a specific closable container has been terminated, that container is removed and another one is transported into filling position. Preferably, the transport means 234 is remotely controlled by computer means 144.

In case of product change from a first liquid food preparation containing a first secondary ingredient to a second liquid food preparation containing a second secondary ingredient, the conduit selected from conduits 206a, 206b, 218a, 218b containing the secondary ingredient is closed by closing a suitable valve selected from 208a, 208b, 220a, 220b. Subsequently, the second secondary ingredient is forwarded into one of inlets 210, 222 from a suitable conduit selected from conduits 206a, 206b, 218a, 218b, by opening a suitable valve selected from 208a, 208b, 220a, 220b. The last portion of the first liquid food preparation is forwarded out through outlet 232 and into a closable container in the same time as a new portion of the primary ingredient is forwarded into the mixing chamber. The second secondary ingredient together with small amounts of the first secondary ingredient is injected into the mixing chamber from one of said inlets 210, 222, thereby obtaining an intermediate liquid food preparation. This intermediate liquid food preparation is forced out through outlet 232 by forwarding another portion of the primary ingredient into the mixing chamber 228.

There are alternative ways of disposing the intermediate liquid food preparation. In a first alternative, the intermediate liquid food preparation is filled into a closable container followed by disposal of that particular container. This disposal operation is not disclosed in detail in this application. In a second alternative, the outlet 232 is connected by a connecting means 239 to a conduit 240 leading to a sewage disposal system. Such a connecting
means could be a valve in connection with outlet 232. Alternatively, it could be robot or similar set up to connect conduit 240 to outlet 232.

Figure 4 discloses a simplified overview of a production plant 300 containing a system according to the present invention which in turn contains an apparatus according to the present invention. The skilled person realizes that the apparatus, system and plant of the present invention can occur in many different variants and embodiments.

The description of the invention is merely exemplary in nature and, thus, variations that do not depart from the gist of the invention are intended to be within the scope of the invention. Such variations are not to be regarded as a departure from the spirit and scope of the invention.
CLAIMS

1. An apparatus (200) for mixing and filling a liquid food preparation into a dosable container (236b), said liquid food preparation comprising a mixture of a primary ingredient and a secondary ingredient, said apparatus (200) comprising a tank (201) for storing said primary ingredient, and a mixing chamber (228) where there is an opening (215) enabling passage of a liquid from said tank (201) to said mixing chamber (228), and wherein there is a means (216) for preventing liquid food preparation from moving from said mixing chamber (228) through said opening (215) back into said tank (201), said mixing chamber (228) comprising a lower part (230) having an outlet (232), and, and said mixing chamber (228) having an inlet (210) for adding said secondary ingredient, characterized in that the apparatus (200) comprises a means (212) for injecting said secondary ingredient through said inlet (210) into said mixing chamber (228).

2. An apparatus (200) according to claim 1, characterized in that said means (216) for preventing liquid food preparation from moving from said mixing chamber (228) back into tank (201) is a valve.

3. An apparatus (200) according to claim 2, characterized in that the inlet (210) is located adjacent to said opening (215).

4. An apparatus (200) according to claim 1, characterized in that said means (216) for preventing liquid food preparation from moving from said mixing chamber (228) back to tank (201) is a screen, or a grid.

5. An apparatus (200) according to any of claims 1 - 4, characterized in that there is valve (238) in said lower part (230) above said opening (232).

6. An apparatus (200) according to any of claims 1 - 5, characterized in that there is at least another inlet (222) comprising an injection means (224) for injecting another secondary ingredient through said inlet (222) into said mixing chamber (228).
7. An apparatus (200) according to any of claims 1 - 6, characterized in that there is a valve (214) separating said inlet (210) from said mixing chamber (228), and optionally, in case there is another inlet (222), a valve (226) separating inlet (222) from mixing chamber (228).

8. An apparatus (200) according to any of claims 1 - 7, characterized in that the inlet means (210, 222) are adapted for receiving a plurality of different secondary ingredients.

9. An apparatus (200) according to any of claims 1 - 8, characterized in that there is a means (239) for connecting said outlet (232) to a conduit (240) leading to a disposal system.

10. A method for mixing and filling a liquid food preparation into a dosable container (236b), said liquid food preparation comprising a mixture of a primary ingredient and a secondary ingredient, said method comprising the steps of:
   a) providing an amount A of a primary ingredient, and providing an amount B of a secondary ingredient, wherein A + B is equal to or slightly less than the volume of said dosable container (236b);
   b) providing a mixing chamber (228) having an opening (215), an inlet (210) and an outlet (232);
   c) adding said amount A of said primary ingredient to a mixing chamber (228) through said opening (215);
   d) injecting said amount B of said secondary ingredient into said mixing chamber (228) thereby obtaining a liquid food preparation; and
   e) transferring the liquid food preparation of step c) through said outlet (232) into said dosable container (236b).

11. A method according to claim 10, characterized in that the liquid food preparation is transferred to said dosable container (236b) by adding another amount A of said primary ingredient through said opening (215), thereby pressing said liquid food preparation out through said outlet (232).

12. A method for changing production of a first liquid food preparation comprising a primary ingredient and a first secondary ingredient to a second liquid food production comprising said primary ingredient and a second
secondary ingredient when carrying out the method of claim 9, and subsequently filling said second liquid food product into a second dosable container (236c), comprising the steps of:

1) carrying out steps a) - d) the method of claim 9 in order to produce a first liquid food preparation;

2) transferring the liquid food preparation to said dosable container by adding an amount $A_2$ of said primary ingredient through said opening (215), thereby pressing said first liquid food preparation out through said outlet (232);

3) injecting an amount $B_2$ of a second secondary ingredient, wherein $A_2 + B_2$ is equal to or slightly less than the volume of the second dosable container (236c), into said mixing chamber (228) thereby obtaining an intermediate liquid food preparation containing the primary ingredient, traces of the first secondary ingredient and the secondary ingredient;

4) ejecting and discarding said intermediate liquid food preparation by adding an amount $A_2$ of said primary ingredient through said opening (215), thereby pressing said first liquid food preparation out through said outlet (232);

5) injecting an amount $B_2$ of said secondary ingredient into said mixing chamber (228) thereby obtaining said second liquid food preparation; and

6) transferring said second liquid food preparation to said second dosable container (236c) by adding an amount $A_2$ of said primary ingredient through said opening (215), thereby pressing said first liquid food preparation out through said outlet (232).

13. A method according to claim 12, characterized in that the intermediate liquid food preparation is discarded by ejecting it through said conduit (240) leading to a disposal system using said means (239) for connecting said outlet (232) to the conduit (240).

14. A method according to claim 12, characterized in that the intermediate liquid food preparation is added to a dosable container of the same type as the second or first dosable containers (236b, 236c) and that this container is discarded.

15. A system for carrying out the method of any of claims 10 - 14, said system comprising

i) an apparatus (142, 200) according to any of claims 1 - 9;
ii) a source (100) for providing a primary ingredient as well as pumping means (108), valves (110) and conduits (106, 124) for directing said primary ingredient to a tank (126, 201) comprised in said apparatus (142, 200);

iii) a plurality of sources (102, 104) for providing a plurality of secondary ingredients as well as pumping means (114, 120), valves (116, 122) and conduits (112, 130, 118, 134, 146) for directing said secondary ingredients to at least one inlet (132, 210) comprised in said apparatus (142, 200);

iv) a transport means (140, 234);

v) an input means (148); and

vi) a computer means (144) for controlling pumps (108, 114, 120), valves (110, 116, 122, 214, 216, 226, 238), means (212, 224) for injection, means (239) for connecting outlet (232) to a disposal system, and transport means (140, 234) and for receiving input from input means (148);

said computer means (144) being set up to instruct pump (108), valve (110), and, optionally means (216) in such a way that an amount A of a primary ingredient is added to mixing chamber (228);

said computer means (144) being set up to instruct pump (114), valve (116), and means (212) for injection to inject an amount B of a secondary ingredient in mixing chamber (228) when said amount A of said primary ingredient has been added to the mixing chamber (228);

said computer means (144) being set up to move transport means (234) one position and to instruct pump (108), valve 110), and optionally means (216) in such a way that an amount A of a primary ingredient is added to mixing chamber (228); and in case of product change

said computer means (144) being set up instruct pumps (114, 120), valves (116, 122, 123) and means (212, 224) for injection to inject an amount B of a second secondary ingredient in mixing chamber (228) when an amount A of said primary ingredient has been added to the mixing chamber (228);

said computer means (144) being set up to dispose with the content of mixing chamber (228) by either

instructing said means (239) to connect outlet (232) to disposal conduit (240) or

to fill the content in a closable package (236c) and to instruct said transport means (234) to dispose with that package.
16. A plant (300) for producing a liquid food preparation, characterized in that it comprises an apparatus (142, 200) according to any of claims 1 - 9, and a system according to claim 15.
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